ECE354 Computer Systems Lab II
MIDTERM EXAM,
April 14, 2010 W. Burleson
Instructions:
• Write your name and student/Spire number here:
• The exam is closed book and closed notes. No calculators. You have 1 hour to complete the exam.
• First read the entire exam and then budget your time accordingly. Don't waste your time giving details
that the question does not request.
• Use the space after the question for your answer.
1. (30 pts) Embedded Processor Architectures and SOPC
a.

Is the NIOS a RISC or CISC? Give two reasons to support your answer

b.

Is the NIOS that we use in the labs a soft-core or a hard-core? Why?

c.

Define SOPC and explain its significance for FPGAs

d.

What is the name of the internal bus used in the Altera SOPC. What is it used for?

e.

What is a Harvard architecture and why is it appropriate for an embedded system?

2. (10 pts). Embedded Memory Systems
a.

What is SDRAM? Why do we need a controller for the SDRAM, can’t we just access it directly?

b.

What is meant by memory-mapped peripherals and how is it used in the SOPC builder?
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3. (10 pts). Interrupts in Embedded Systems
(i)

How would you prioritize the interrupts for the following?
a. UART
b. JTAG
c. DN9000

(ii)

Why might nested function calls within an interrupt routine be problematic?

3. (10 pts). Serial Interfaces
(i)

What is a UART?

How does it interface to the NIOS?

(ii)

What C statement did you use to set the baud rate on the UART?
compare to a modern USB serial port?

How does this baud rate

4. (20 pts). Software Systems
(i)

When you use a #include of a .h file, what are you doing? Name one .h file you used in the labs.

(ii)

When and why would you use a #define statement? Give an example.

(iii)

Why do I chastise you not to use the word “method” when working in the C language?

(iv)

Write a function in C which will take a 320x240 pixel image and mirror it in the y-axis. Assume
8-bit pixels.
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5. (10 pts) Networks
(i)

Which OSI layer is UDP?

The UDP Segment Header includes what fields?

(ii)

How does the NIOS communicate with the DM9000A Ethernet chip

6. (10 pts) Operating Systems
(iii)

What is the major difference between embedded and general-purpose task scheduling?

(iv)

Why is it important that a Test-and-Set function be atomic?
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